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ABSTRACT 

Decisions based on machine learning algorithms potentially impact billions of human lives. They must be robust, 

reliable, accurate, usable, and understandable. This research investigated key theoretical pillars of machine learning‟s 

generalization, training, and test accuracy. The focus was the extent to which empirical behavior matches existing theory. 

The work produced novel methods for enhancing accuracy and generalization. Reproducible, observed behaviour was 

characterized across differences in optimization algorithm, dataset, task, evaluation metric, and architecture. 

Optimization algorithms bias machine-learning models toward solutions with varying generalization properties.  A 

transpose CNN in the generator adaptive algorithm empirically found solutions with enhanced features, with minimal 

data and better behavior, compared to using a stochastic gradient descent and leveraging GAN.  The GAN technique 

creates mode collapse issues and requires more samples, which ultimately yields less accurate results. 

We constructed an example using a simple convolutional neural network in the generator, part of the GAN model 

corroborating the algorithm‟s empirical behavior on neural networks. We studied machine learning models‟ generated 

images from commonly used datasets in academic benchmarks and in machine learning competitions.  

New test sets for real images as datasets allowed us to evaluate a broad range of classification models without mode 

collapse issues, but with improved accuracy.  Previously generated accuracy numbers were susceptible to even minute 

natural variations in the data distribution.  

A layered architecture of discriminators; one general CNN discriminator and one personalized per object GAN, trained 

on the required feature(s), was optional. It increased accuracy and improved recognition features. The architecture and 

method across different data domains, loss functions, model classes, and human analysts was robust. 

Robust machine learning in facial recognition problems should focus on designing distributed multilayer discriminators 

and advanced GAN-based transpose convolution in the generator.  Creating a model to work in dynamic environments is 

a challenging, but necessary, undertaking. 

 

Key words: generative adversarial networks, facial recognition, transposed convolutional neural networks, multilayered 

discriminators, multilayer perceptrons, deep learning 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

In our presentation here, we first examine how optimization algorithms bias machine-learning models towards solutions 

with varying generalization properties.  We show that the use of a transpose CNN in the generator adaptive algorithm 

empirically finds solutions with enhanced features with minimal data and better behaviour when compared to those found 

by stochastic gradient decent and leveraging GAN. The use of a GAN technique creates mode collapse issues and 

requires more samples, which ultimately yields less accurate results. 

Next, we construct an example using a simple transverse convolutional neural network in the generator, which is part of 

the GAN model that corroborates the algorithm‟s empirical behaviour on neural networks. 

Following this step, we then study the extent to which machine learning models have generated images from both 

commonly used datasets in both academic benchmarks and machine learning competitions.  

In this process, we build new test sets for real images as datasets and evaluate a broad range of classification models on 

the new datasets.  Thus far, we have had no collapse mode issues when we test these datasets and we also have improved 

accuracy. 

In studying image datasets in general, we have seen that previously generated accuracy numbers are susceptible to even 

minute natural variations in the data distribution.  
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Surprisingly, despite several years of adaptively selecting the models to perform well on these competitive benchmarks, 

we find no evidence of collapse mode.  In our solution, we find that a layered architecture of discriminators; one general 

CNN discriminator and one personalized per object GAN, trained on the required feature(s) was optional and both 

increased accuracy and improved the features of recognition. These findings speak to the robustness of the architecture 

and the method across different data domains, loss functions, model classes, and human analysts. 

Overall, our research suggests that the true concern for robust machine learning in facial recognition problems should be 

focused on the design of distributed multilayer discriminators and advanced GAN-based transpose convolution in the 

generator.  In concluding our work on the design of a new model for facial recognition and detection, we find that to 

create a model which will reliably work in dynamic environments is a challenging, but necessary undertaking. 

 

Formal background on GAN and transpose CNN  

In this section, I present background information regarding the basic concept of “generative adversarial networks” 

(GANs) and that of “transpose convolutional neural networks (CNNs). 

Since their introduction in 2014, as part of the work of Ian Good fellow and his Ph.D. advisors, Generative Adversarial 

Networks (GANs) have gained stature as one of the most widely used methods for training deep generative models. 

GANs have been successfully deployed for tasks such as photo super-resolution, object generation, video prediction, 

language modelling, vocal synthesis, and semi-supervised learning, amongst many others.  

At the core of the GAN methodology is the idea of jointly training two networks: a generator network, meant to produce 

samples from some distribution (that ideally will mimic examples from the data distribution), and a discriminator 

network, which attempts to differentiate between samples from the data distribution and the ones produced by the 

generator. This problem is typically written as a min-max optimization problem of the following form: min G max D 

(Ex∼pdata [log D(x)] + Ez∼platent [log(1 − D(G(z))]). 

 

Despite the preference for GANs as a tool, the actual task of optimizing GANs remains a challenging problem, both 

from a theoretical and a practical standpoint. 

Although the original GAN paper included some analysis on the convergence properties of the approach, it assumed that 

updates occurred in pure function space, allowed arbitrarily powerful generator and discriminator networks, and modeled 

the resulting optimization objective as a convex-concave game, therefore yielding well-defined global convergence 

properties. 

Furthermore, this analysis assumed that the discriminator network is fully optimized between generator updates, an 

assumption that does not mirror the practice of GAN optimization. Indeed, in practice, there exist a number of well-

documented failure modes for GANs such as mode collapse or vanishing gradient problems. 

31st Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS 2017), Long Beach, CA, USA.arXiv:1706.04156v3, 

13 Jan 2018. 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.04156.pdf 

 

GAN Definition 

https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/generative-adversarial-network-GAN 

A generative adversarial network (GAN) is a type of AI machine learning (ML) technique made up of two nets that are in 

competition with one another in a zero-sum game framework. GANs typically run unsupervised, teaching itself how to 

mimic any given distribution of data. 

The two neural networks that make up a GAN are referred to as the generator and the discriminator. The generator is a 

type of convolutional neural network (footnote) that will create new instances of an object, and the discriminator is a type 

of deconvolutional neural network (footnote) that will determine its authenticity, or whether or not it belongs in a dataset. 

Both entities compete during the training process where their losses push against each other to improve behaviors, known 

as backpropagation (footnote). The goal of the generator is to produce passable output without being caught, while the 

goal of the discriminator is to identify the fakes. As the double feedback loop continues, the generator produces higher-

quality output and the discriminator becomes better at flagging imposters. 

 

Definition/Description of Transpose CNN 

Deep Learning and Convolutional Neural Networks 

 

Definition of “Deep Learning” 

In deep learning, a subfield of AI research, the computer is not explicitly told how to solve a particular task such as 

object classification. Instead, it uses a learning algorithm to extract patterns in the data that relate the input data, such as 

the pixels of an image, to the desired output such as the label “cat.” The challenge for researchers has been to develop 

effective learning algorithms that can modify the weights on the connections in an artificial neural network so that these 

weights capture the relevant patterns in the data. 

 

 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.04156.pdf
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/generative-adversarial-network-GAN
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/AI-Artificial-Intelligence
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/machine-learning-ML
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/zero-sum-game
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/convolutional-neural-network
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/deconvolutional-networks-deconvolutional-neural-networks
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/backpropagation-algorithm
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Definition of “Convolutional Neural Network” 

A Convolutional Neural Network (ConvNet/CNN) is a Deep Learning algorithm which can take in an input image, 

assign importance (learnable weights and biases) to various aspects/objects in the image and be able to differentiate one 

from the other [22]. 

Furthermore, “The convolutional neural network (CNN) is a class of deep learning neural networks. CNNs represent a 

huge breakthrough in image recognition. They’re most commonly used to analyze visual imagery and are frequently 

working behind the scenes in image classification.. . . Image classification is the process of taking an input (like a picture) 

and outputting a class (like “cat”) or a probability that the input is a particular class (“there’s a 90% probability that this 

input is a cat”).” [ 

Wikipedia definition of “deep learning” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning 

Wikipedia definition of “convolutional neural network” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolutional_neural_network#Convolutional 

Furthermore, in deep learning, a convolutional neural network (CNN) is a class of deep neural networks, most 

commonly applied to analyzing visual imagery. 

 
Fig. 1 Example of a Convolutional Neural Network 

A convolutional neural network (CNN, or ConvNet) is one of the most popular algorithms for deep learning with images 

and video. Like other neural networks, a CNN is composed of an input layer, an output layer, and many hidden layers in 

between. 

Feature Detection or Learning 

Feature Detection Layers These layers perform one of three types of operations on the data: 

convolution, pooling, or rectified linear unit (ReLU). 

Convolution puts the input images through a set of convolutional filters, each of which activates certain 

features from the images. 

Pooling simplifies the output by performing nonlinear down sampling, reducing the number of 

parameters that the network needs to learn about. 

Rectified linear unit (ReLU) allows for faster and more effective training by mapping negative values 

to zero and maintaining positive values. These three operations are repeated over tens or hundreds of 

layers, with each layer learning to detect different features. 

Classification Layers 

After feature detection, the architecture of a CNN shifts to classification. 

The next-to-last layer is a fully connected layer (FC) that outputs a vector of K dimensions where K is 

the number of classes that the network will be able to predict. This vector contains the probabilities for 

each class of any image being classified. 

The final layer of the CNN architecture uses a Softmax function to provide the classification output. 

Transpose Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) – What is It and How Does It Work? 

https://medium.com/apache-mxnet/transposed-convolutions-explained-with-ms-excel-52d13030c7e8 

One of the best ways for us to gain some intuition about the nature of transpose CNN is by looking at examples from 

Computer Vision that use the transposed convolution method. Most of these examples start with a series of regular 

convolutions to compress the input data into an abstract spatial representation, and then use transposed convolutions 

to decompress the abstract representation into something of use. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolutional_neural_network#Convolutional
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deep_neural_network
https://medium.com/apache-mxnet/transposed-convolutions-explained-with-ms-excel-52d13030c7e8
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Fig. 2 

A convolutional auto-encoder is tasked with recreating its input image, after passing intermediate results through a 

„bottleneck‟ of a limited size. Uses of auto-encoders include compression, noise removal, colorization and in-painting. 

Success depends on being able to learn dataset specific compression in the convolution kernels and dataset specific 

decompression in the transposed convolution kernels.  

 

Overview 

Part I.  How optimization algorithms bias machine learning models towards solutions with varying generalization 

properties. 

Part II. The Empirical Behavior Match with Theory:  Accuracy 

A. The use of a transpose CNN produces solutions with enhanced features using minimal data results in better 

behavior than methods using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). 

B. In contrast, the use of a generative adversarial network (GAN) technique creates mode collapse issues and 

requires more samples. 

C. Furthermore, the need for more samples ultimately yields less accurate results. 

Part III.  Confirmation of the new behavioral model using a simple transverse convolution neural network (TCNN) in 

the generator 

A. We obtain successful corroboration that the GAN model is consistent with the algorithm‟s empirical behavior on 

neural networks. 

Part IV.  Discussion regarding the extent to which machine learning models have generated images from both 

commonly used datasets in both academic benchmarks and machine learning competitions. 

A. The construction of new datasets and evaluation of a broad range of classification models on these new datasets. 

B. Overall result:  No collapse mode issues and improved accuracy. 

C. A review of past image datasets shows that previously generated accuracy is susceptible to even minute natural 

variations in the data distribution. 

 

Part V.  Conclusions 

A. Unrolled optimization of a GAN discriminator does not, contrary to general belief, eliminate instability of the 

generative adversarial network. 

B. Large images optimization is required for images used for security application.  

C. Multi-layer and personalized Discriminators will increase accuracy 

D. Using GAN, syntactic data, provide large number of training data, covering un-detectable by human error.  

 

WAN-GAN Architecture  

The probability distribution of data might be complicated and very hard, hence poor results  

So, having a generative machine that can generate samples from noise without having to deal with nasty probability 

distribution is a very compelling reason for using GAN. 

With GAN we get sample data relatively cheaply using the trained Generative Adversarial Network. 

 

Facial Recognition Security Using GAN 
1- Extract key signature features through GAN for each person. 

2- Build a discriminator for features found in Step 1. 

3- Build a database of all individuals in a group using Steps 1 and 2. 

4. Identify a person by taking a video clip of the person‟s face rotating positions of camera. 

5- Repeat Step 1 for person to be identified using images from Step 4. 

6- Classify the face image of the unknown person by search through database built in Step 3. 

7- Build a network to provide the captured image data to each group on parallel  
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Advantages 
The probability distribution of data might be a very complicated distribution and very hard and intractable to infer. So, 

having a generative machine that could generate samples from data without having to deal with nasty probability 

distribution is very nice. 

If we have this, then we can use it for another process that requires a sample from Pdata as we can get samples relatively 

cheaply using the trained Generative Net. 

The architecture is designed to be simple. Since the GAN and discriminator are done for a person rather than a large 

group of people, it can be simplified, e.g. DNN may suffice. If not, we can try a simple CNN.  

Furthermore, the architecture is scalable to a large group of people. Since the GAN and classification are done on a 

person, it can be easily scaled up for a large group of people. 

 
Fig. 3 Personalized GAN Trained Group Classifiers 

 

WAN-GAN Architecture relative to DCGAN 

The discriminator accuracy improved a lot for example  

Alex Net    Reduce error from26.2% - 15.4 % 

ZF Net                                                         11.2 % 

VGG                                                            7.3% 

Google                                                         6.7% 

Res Net                                                        3.6% 

While human Error 10-5 % it is evident that the facial recognition will have a lot of application and it is under utilized. In 

our experiment we have the same discriminator used at two layers, one as part of the GAN and the second as a 

discriminator. 

 
Fig. 4 WAN-GAN Discriminator relative to VGG and other Source 
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Fig. 5 

While VGG states 91-92% accuracy on being the target or not, our research achieved 81 % on provided the accuracy on 

scale 1 to 10, 81% on this scale is much higher than 92% on scale true or false. The reason this is significant 

improvement, as facial recognition create a scale for security and guarantee accuracy based on desired application 50% is 

not good enough for security applications for example. 

 

 
Fig. 6 

https://towardsdatascience.com/first-contact-with-tensorflow-estimator-69a5e072998d 

Source :https://torres.ai/  

 

Online Document 
[6] J Cartwright, Big stars have weather too, IOP Publishing Physics, 

Web. http://physicsweb.org/articles/news/11/6/16/1, 2007.  

Since most of your references are online documents, use the above format to report them.  
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